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Puzzle, puzzle, and more puzzles by MrMister22 on 2017/09/21 12:07 This app is one of the best I've played. I really enjoy playing this app. It's a
game you can play anywhere so if your bored or at home on a rainy day this is a good app to get you entertained or even if you're commuting on a
bus or train. You should download the game because it's fun and really addicting at times. I've played this game for about two years and I have to

say it's really grown on me.",

Five years later... by Phil2912 on 2017/11/28 22:56 I was looking up this game to see if it still existed and that’s when I found my love for the
game again. It has been five years since the last time I played this, and I definitely missed the challenge that made me play again and again.

Graphics are still good, gameplay still needs minor updates (minor looks like), but overall it’s still a great game!! Before you write a bad review,
check out your options for the game first. There are a lot of great games out there that you can play.",

In 2011 Moon Active released Coin Master for iOS and Android as a free download. This version of the game is completely free and removes all
in-game advertisements. However, it now requires a $0.99 "micro transaction" in order to advance to the next level.",

Good game but... by mrsam27 on 2016/12/21 18:30 I like the game but there are WAY to many adds! I get them almost everyday and every time
I die I get another add. There is no way to skip or turn off them if you want to play with out being annoyed. The guy in the ad that says pay $5.00

a month and get rid of them is full of crap because I have been trying to find a way to stop getting them since my phone came out and it never
worked. If it does when I get the new phone you can bet I'll be deleting this app!!",

On September 6, 2018, Moon Active released Coin Master: Puss in Boots "(Kasegi 2: Bukimi no Tane)" for Android as a free app (it is not
available on iOS). This "Coin Master" title features an updated version of the popular video game "Puss in Boots". The game was released in Japan
initially as part of Moon Active's "Coin Masters" series. However, this version of the game was never released outside Japan. This version contains
microtransactions which can be removed by paying $4.99 for an ad-free version. The user review for Coin Master: Puss in Boots is composed of

5.0 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote) from 1 user, with a user rating of 5.0 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote).",
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